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ABSTRACT
Understanding the mechanical behaviour of lunar regolith is of great importance to address the building of
structures on the Moon, as well as for predicting the response of some equipments or facilities interacting with
the lunar soil (i.e. rovers). Since the amount of lunar regolith samples on Earth is quite low due to the
difficulties to bring it back during space missions, in the last decades researchers started to develop similar
materials, usually named lunar regolith simulants. This paper reports the geotechnical characterization of DNA
“De NoArtri” lunar simulant carried out in the laboratory. Compositional analyses and mechanical tests have
been carried out to characterize this simulant: particle-size distribution analysis, chemical analysis, scanning
electron microscope (SEM) analysis have been performed, to identify the DNA-1A from a compositional point
of view, as well as triaxial compression tests, direct shear tests and oedometer tests for depicting its mechanical
behaviour, with some comparison with the original lunar soil and other simulants.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, attention is increasingly being focused on the building of structures on the Moon. It represents
a crucial challenge for the future of mankind and for this reason several research groups involved in this field
are gearing their efforts to obtain practical results in a few years. In this context, the main space agencies in
the world are developing programmes for realizing a permanent moonbase: for example the European Space
Agency’s (ESA) Moon Village vision can be mentioned, which involves the planning of a lunar settlement in
a perspective of international collaboration.
In general, designing geotechnical structures require a deeper understanding of the way in which the structures
interact with soil, therefore modelling the soil-structure interaction in lunar environment requires accurate
definition of the mechanical behaviour of the lunar regolith. Furthermore, it is of great importance to figure
out how to model the above-mentioned soil-structure interaction at a terrestrial gravity level for predicting the
corresponding behaviour on the Moon, since in this case it is not possible to construct a full-size prototype but
the model of the geotechnical system must be scaled for the gravity acceleration (Cafaro et al., 2018). In this
respect, centrifugal experiments with simulated regolith have been performed (Omura et al. 2016).
In the last decades, space missions have led to get important data about the characteristics of lunar surface and
lunar soil, as well as to collect small amounts of regolith. This has allowed to characterize its composition, its
geotechnical properties and hence to define the most important mechanical parameters (Carrier 1973; Carrier
et al. 1973). Nevertheless, performing tests on the Earth to predict the behaviour of a lunar structure requires
using a large quantities of material. It has triggered to carry out research into alternative materials, defined as
simulant.
In this respect, the simulant mechanical parameters of engineering value should concern both strength and
deformability characteristics. Indeed, the performance of a lunar geotechnical structure must be assessed not
only looking at the collapse but also in terms of serviceability, that is looking at small strains scenarios.
Consistently, the soil shear stiffness should be measured at small to medium strain levels. Moreover, the
mechanical parameters should mainly refer to low confining pressures, as resulting in a low gravity
environment.

Several simulants have been created over the years: although they have roughly the same characteristics, each
of them has peculiar features which should guide the engineers in the choice of the material to be used for
experimental tests, depending on the specific aspect of the design. For instance, the Minnesota Lunar simulant
(MLS-1), the first to be created, is totally crystalline and has been created to approximate the composition of
Apollo 11 lunar soil samples (McKay et al., 1994). One of the first and most studied lunar regolith simulants
is probably the Johnson Space Center simulant (JSC-1) and its following versions (JSC-1A, JSC-1AF, JSC1AC). JSC-1 is a basaltic ash which possesses huge amount of glass. It has been created to approximate the
properties of a low-titanium mare soil found at the Apollo 14 site and to complement the MLS-1 (McKay et
al., 1994, Willman et al., 1995, Pitcher et al., 2016). The reason why this lunar simulant is widely characterized
also lies in its use for manufacturing lunarcrete (Markandeja Raju and Pranathi, 2012). To approximate the
properties of the regolith characterizing the lunar polar region, the NASA/USGS Lunar Highlands Type
simulants (NU-LHT) have been developed. These simulants have the same particle-size distribution as the
JSC-1A but different mineralogy. While NU-LHT simulants are composed of a mixture of glass, agglutinates
and plagioclase, JSC-1A is composed of lithic fragments (Schrader et al., 2010; Pitcher et al., 2016). The Glenn
Research Center simulant (GRC-3) has been created to allow the study of geotechnical problems, like
excavation ad wheel-soil interaction (Suescun-Florez et al. 2014), while the DNA simulant has been recently
involved in the ESA research project for manufacturing lunarcrete by using the 3D printing technology
(Cesaretti et al., 2014). Meurisse et al. (2017) carried out a study on the influence of mineral composition on
sintering lunar regolith, in which the DNA is compared with other simulants (i.e.: FJS-1 and JSC-1a).
Due to the growing attention for the DNA-simulant, its geotechnical characterization becomes important, to
allow a correct modelling of the interaction between cohesionless regolith (soil) and sinterized regolith
(structure). In this study, the geotechnical properties and the mechanical behaviour of the cohesionless DNA
simulant are shown and discussed. In particular, the material has been studied fundamentally in loose
(uncompacted) state, since this condition should be plausibly the “operational” one for the soil when placed
by the rovers on the Moon to fastly realize a cover protecting the first habitat from micrometeoroids and solar
radiations. In this work, it will be proposed to name the tested material as DNA-1A, to distinguish it from the
DNA-1 samples used by Cesaretti et al. (2014) in their research, which partially differ in terms of chemical
composition due to some variability characterizing the soil in the quarry.

In the following section, the composition of the studied lunar simulant is presented, both from a chemical and
a mineralogical point of view, together with the grain size distribution and the particle morphology. Then, after
describing the testing procedures adopted in the experimental campaign, the results obtained by the tests
carried out in the laboratory are presented and discussed, also on the basis of comparison with the features of
other simulants mentioned in the literature. Finally, in the concluding section, it is pointed out how to address
future work, both numerical and experimental, implementing the results of the present characterization in
numerical simulations of physical model behaviour concerning lunar structures.

COMPOSITION OF LUNAR SIMULANT DNA-1A
The studied material (Figure 1) has the same origin as the DNA-1 simulant (Cesaretti et al. 2014). The ash was
mined from a commercial cinder quarry at Onano (north flank of Bolsena Crater, Italy). Following coarse
sieving, the ash was crunched in an impact mill. Ashes from several millings were allowed to partially dry in
air and then mixed. The mix was further grinded and then passed through a 0.125 UNI2332 sieve. The average
water content of the final mix was 1.7% in weight. However, due to further loss of humidity with time, the
water content of the specimens employed in the testing programme has resulted much lower than this value,
even 0.8%, that should be considered as a hygroscopic content.
The specific gravity, Gs, of DNA-1A has been measured by using 100 ml water picnometer. A value of Gs of
2.70 has been found, as a mean of two measures: this value is lower than that found by Cesaretti et al. (2014)
for DNA-1, equal to 2.91 and more consistent with the range reported by Carrier et al. 1991 for the lunar soil
density, which fluctuates between 2.90 and 3.10. However, some other simulants are characterized by lower
Gs values: the BP-1 has specific gravity equal to 2.81 (Suescun-Florez et al. 2014) and the GRC-3 is
characterized by a value of 2.63 (He et al. 2013).

Particle-size distribution
Since segregation during transportation may appear, two different samples of DNA-1A lunar simulant have
been taken from two different depths within the package to carry out granulometry analyses. The samples are
labelled in the figures as Sample 1 and Sample 2. Two methodologies have been associated: 1) ASTM sieve

analyses for the coarser fraction (particle diameters greater than 0.125 mm); 2) Beckman Coulter Multisizer 4
counter for the finer fraction. The resulting particle-size distribution is shown in Figure 2a.
It can be noticed that the sorting of the two samples can be considered to be quite similar: the uniformity
coefficient, defined as the ratio D60/D10, is 4.8-5.2. In Figure 2b the particle-size distributions of the most
studied lunar simulants are also reported. The granulometry is fundamentally the same for all the materials, as
expected, since the simulants are artificial soils created by mixing known amounts of the different fractions,
in order to reproduce the lunar soil granulometry. However, some differences in sorting are possible (and
expected also on the Moon) and can result in different soil porosity for a given compaction level. SuescunFlorez et al. (2014) found a uniformity coefficient for BP-1 equal to 10.47, Perkins and Madson (1996) mention
a value of 16 for MLS-1, the same value reported by Carrier (2003) for the lunar regolith, and He et al. (2013)
reported a value of 10 for GRC-3. Therefore, compared to these values, the sorting of DNA-1A is relatively
low, making it more prone to reach loose states under self-weight compaction.

Mineralogy and chemical composition
Cesaretti et al. (2014) reported the major crystalline phases of DNA-1, listed in order of abundance:
-

Analcime (Feldspatoid mineral) Plagioclase (Feldspar mineral)

-

Pyroxene (Diopside)

-

Mica (Phologopite)

-

Traces of Calcite

-

Traces of Quartz (Silicon dioxide)

No Olivine has been found. According to Meurisse et al. (2017), the glass in the DNA simulant is absent and
the grains are fully crystallized. Previous studies showed that the JSC-1A glass phase comprises 27–49 vol.%
(Hill et al. 2007; Schrader et al. 2008). The average glass content measured on samples from the Apollo
missions 11 to 16 varies in the range 6.6-29.4 (Markandeja Raju and Pranathi, 2012). Glass beads on the Moon
are volcanic beads, or shock-melt, generated by micrometeorite impacts, which has quenched in flight (Liu et
al. 2008). In this respect, every lunar simulant could be enriched in terms of glass content by addition of a
suitable fraction, depending of the aim of the experimental study (i.e. sintering, mechanical tests), although the

high variability of the glass content in the lunar soils makes questionable the choice of the amount of glass to
be added to the simulant.
The chemical composition of the tested DNA-1A samples has been identified using the X-ray fluorescence
analysis for two samples of lunar simulant. Chemical tests have been carried out using Panalytical AXIOSAdvanced spectrometer. The results are shown in Figure 3.
The difference between the two samples is negligible. A comparison between DNA-1A and other simulants,
as well as with the original lunar soil, is summarized in Table 1, where the chemical composition of DNA-1,
JSC-1A and Lunar Soil 14163 (mean of the Apollo missions) are reported (Cesaretti et al. 2014; Rickman et
al. 2007), together with the average of the two DNA-1A samples.
As expected, some chemical variability can be detected from the table. In particular, with respect to JSC-1A
and to DNA-1, the simulant, DNA-1A has SiO2 markedly higher: the value pertaining Lunar Soil 14163 is in
between their values. High content in SiO2 has been found also for the Korea Lunar Simulant, KLS-1, 48%
(Ryu et al. 2018), and for MKS-1 from Japan, almost 53% (Kanamori et al. 1998). TiO 2 is lower for DNA-1A,
making this simulant able to mimic low-Ti mare soil (Meurisse et al. 2017), whereas Al2O3 is consistent with
the mean from Apollo missions. Relatively low is the content in ferric oxide, Fe2O3 (about 7%) for DNA-1A:
in this respect, it should be considered that the absence of atmosphere on the Moon involves no oxidation, the
reason why the lunar soils, formed in a reducing environment, have iron in the form of Fe 2 and FeO
(Markandeya Raju and Pranathi, 2012). Rickman et al. (2007) reported a very low value for Fe 2O3 in JSC-1A
(3.41%), whereas for the simulant BP-1 Suescun-Florez et al. (2014) reported a value of about 6% (Stoeser et
al. 2010). Some differences among the materials in Table 1 can be detected also for other oxides. The difference
in terms of SiO2 and Fe2O3 between DNA-1 and DNA-1A could justify their difference in specific gravity.

SEM analysis
Given the effects of particle shape on porosity (Omura et al., 2016) and on the friction between particles, it is
important to provide information concerning the grain morphology of a soil. SEM analyses have been carried
out on DNA-1A lunar simulant to point out the recurrent particle morphology and to make some comparisons
with the original lunar soils. From each sample, through wet sieving, particles of diameter in between 0.125
mm and 0.090 mm, have been selected. This amount of material has been cleaned by ultrasonic bath with

distilled water for about 10 minutes and then dried in oven at 70 °C for 24 hours. The technique followed to
obtain microscopy images is called backscattered electrons (BSE). Only particles of diameter in the range of
0.090 mm to 0.125 mm have been analysed, since this range seems to be the most representative of the
fragmentation processes related to the formation of the material.
SEM images are shown in Figure 4 at different magnification (75x, 400x, 750x, 850x, 1100x, 1200x).
In Figure 4a, a general view of this volcanic ash can be observed. Two main grain textural types have been
recognized:
- clast with vesicles of irregular shape generated by the presence of magma (Fig. 4b-c-d);
- fragments of juvenile material rich in crystal and minerals (Fig. 4b-e-f), sometimes with small particles
attached to each other.
A study in terms of texture and shape of the particles of the lunar dust can be found in Liu et al. (2008).
According to the authors, based on both their SEM observations and the literature, the lunar dust grains can be
classified into five types: glass beads, vesicular texture, angular shards, blocky fragments, aggregated particles
(normally on uncleaned samples). However, it is difficult to find identical textural features in a terrestrial soil.
An important difference between lunar regolith and its simulants is for example the interparticle adhesion
present in lunar regolith (Costes and Mitchell 1970; Suescun-Florez et al. 2014), which could be explained in
terms of different specific surface of the particles, in turn arising from the different environment. Indeed, the
absence of erosion processes on the Moon implies the persistence of high angularity and roughness for the soil
particles.

GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA-1A
Soil density and testing procedures
Mechanical tests have been carried out on DNA-1A specimens in dry conditions (except for one test), which
can be considered to be of major interest for a geotechnical lunar structure and given the incidence of the water
on the mechanical behaviour of the soils, as for the compressibility of sands (Wils et al. 2015). The abovementioned tests have been aimed at determining both the soil compressibility parameters and the shear strength
parameters. All the tests have concerned self-weight compacted specimens.

Minimum and maximum soil densities have been determined according to the following procedures. For the
minimum density measurement, 196.6 g of soil have been dropped from the top of a rigid transparent cylinder
of 42 cm inner diameter and 20 cm height, by interposing a 10 ASTM sieve, on which the material has been
spread and passed through the mesh, in order to make the sedimentation in the cylinder as uniform as possible.
The resulting volume has allowed to calculate the corresponding dry density. However, since this value has
resulted to be higher than the lowest density among those measured on all the specimens realized during the
testing programme, which was 0.98 g/cm3, this last value has been selected as minimum density of the material
(Table 2). The same cylinder, filled with loose DNA-1A for almost 10 cm, has been placed on a shaker (G.G.T.
shaker), in order to determine the maximum dry density. First, vibrations have been applied to the column for
5 minutes at the lowest velocity of the machine. Thereafter, a cylindrical steel top of 686 g, with horizontal
section slightly smaller than the column, has been put on the soil and vibrations have been applied for further
5 minutes. The maximum density (Table 2) has been then calculated using the final volume occupied by the
material, of known weight, after leveling the soil at the same height by beating it. The values in Table 2 seem
to be consistent with the corresponding values of lunar soil 14163 (Carrier et al. 1973; Carrier 1973). On the
basis of these values, the relative density of the specimens created for the direct shear tests is about 20%, while
for the specimens created for the triaxial tests is on average 70%. This discrepancy could be explained
considering that the porosity of the specimens, according to the procedure followed for their creation and
described below, results from self-weight compaction and, therefore, the difference in height between triaxial
and shear box specimens should imply different relative densities.
Four oedometer tests have been performed on loose specimens. In particular, two tests have been carried out
on the same specimen, of 56 mm diameter and 20 mm height, which has been first subjected to loading up to
5 MPa vertical stress, in dry condition (MP5), then unloaded and, after prolonged submersion, reloaded up to
5 MPa again (MPW). The other two one-dimensional compressions (HP5 and HP15), concerning specimens
in dry condition of 50 mm diameter and 20 mm height, have been carried out up to 18 MPa vertical stress, by
using an apparatus with three arms (Figure 5), in order to better detect the gross-yield pressure range of the
soil. The readings of the specimen settlement at each loading step have been taken after 5 minutes for all the
tests, expect on HP15 (readings taken after 15 minutes), assuming no primary consolidation. The specimen
settlements measured during the tests have then been corrected for the compliances of the apparatus, in turn

measured using a steel specimen. The last load step of the high pressure test HP15 has been prolonged for
about 8 months with the aim of monitoring the soil creep and, after this period of time, the specimen has been
subjected to a wetting collapse test.
Eight consolidated drained (CD) triaxial compression tests have been carried out at confining pressure of about
20 KPa, 40 KPa, 60 KPa, 100 KPa and 150 KPa, on dry specimens of about 38 mm diameter with an
approximately 2∶1 length to diameter ratio. Four tests (set A), namely A-TRX-100kPa A-TRX-60kPa A-TRX40kPa A-TRX-20kPa, have been performed using a rigid membrane of about 1 mm thickness, which once
placed on the pedestal is able to maintain a quasi-cylindrical shape when filled with soil (Figure 6a), while the
other four tests (set B), namely B-TRX-150kPa B-TRX-100kPa B-TRX-60kPa B-TRX-40kPa, have been
carried out using a thinner membrane and a split mould (Figure 6b), in order to check the repeatability of the
results by using membranes with different stiffness. Specimens have been made using a teaspoon for filling
the space surrounded by the membrane. The initial porosity of each specimen has been calculated “a posteriori”
on the basis of the measurements of the specimen diameter at different heights and of the amount of soil mass
employed. A mean bulk density value of 1.33 g/cm 3, with standard deviation of 0.07 g/cm3, has been found.
During the tests, air flushing through the pedestal has been allowed (i.e. “drained conditions”) and between
the specimen and the pedestal a dry porous stone, interposed between two filter paper disks, has been placed.
The filters were aimed at preventing clogging of the porous stone and of the air drainage circuit. The triaxial
compression tests have been strain-controlled with rate of displacement of 0.0019 mm/min. This relatively low
rate has been chosen to prevent air from getting trapped in the pores during compression. Moreover, during
two tests (A-TRX-40kPa and A-TRX-20kPa) local axial displacements have been measured by local strain
gauge RDP series D5/200WRA, mounted with glou on the thick membrane (Figure 6c).
Using triaxial tests the material shear behaviour has been observed on a huge range of confining pressures, but
it was difficult to carry out tests at very low radial stress. Therefore, direct shear tests have been performed
with the aim of deducing strength parameters at lower confining pressures (3.4, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 10.2, 15, 19.8
and 60 kPa). These tests have been also aimed at detecting the pressure range of transition from dilative to
contractive shear behaviour. The specimens placed in the shear box were square with 6 cm side and 2 cm
height. The horizontal displacement rate has been imposed to be equal to 0.05 mm/min for all the direct shear
tests.

Compression Behaviour
1D compression
In Figure 7 the one-dimensional compression curves obtained in the oedometer tests on the uncompacted
simulant are shown. As described in the testing procedure, one of them (MPW) concerns the same specimen
of the test MP5 after being submerged. Its compression curve lies to the left of the “dry” ones. All the curves
of the dry specimens are consistent between them, with some discrepancy in terms of initial porosity. The yield
vertical stress seems to be more evident during the high pressure tests. Indeed, using the pressure range of the
conventional tests, it is difficult to reach the Normal Compression Line, NCL (Schofield and Wroth, 1968), of
a sand, due to its relatively high stiffness compared to other soils such as clays or silts. Although based on the
position of the compression curve MP5 (Figure 7) one could suspect that the NCL has not been reached, from
the curves corresponding to the high pressure tests (HP15 and HP5) a gross-yield (Hight et al., 1992; Cotecchia
and Chandler 2000) vertical effective stress, ’y, of about 800-900 kPa can be estimated. This value, relatively
low for a sandy soil, arises from the loose states of the specimens, which lie near the NCL at high specific
volumes and low pressures, according to the Critical State soil mechanics framework for sands (Atkinson and
Bransby 1978; Wood 1990): it is expected that after densification the gross-yield of this soil will be much
greater.
In terms of compressibility (Table 3), before the yield stress range the dry material exhibits a recompression
index of 0.061 to 0.104, slightly higher than the corresponding parameter for the wet sand. Beyond the yield
stress the compression index of the dry material seems to reach a value of 0.224 to 0.333. During unloading
(MP5 test) a swelling index of 0.013 has been measured, showing a very limited swelling ability of this
material. The compressibility of lunar soils reported by Leonovich et al. (1974, 1975) and Gromov et al. (1972)
is characterized by values which confirm that the DNA-1A simulant can be used to reproduce the compression
behaviour of the same lunar soils.
Creep behaviour
Due to the presence of vesicular grains in the volcanic ashes, as detected by SEM for DNA-1A (Figure 4), it
is plausible that under prolonged and higher stresses these grains undergo crushing, since it is expected that
the vesicular texture makes a particle prone to crush when the contact forces are high.

The creep behaviour of DNA-1A has been monitored during the last loading step of the high pressure
oedometer test, at a vertical effective stress of about 18 MPa. The void ratio is plotted versus time in Figure 8:
from the curve few phenomena of increase of compressibility can be recognized, probably due to the
occurrence of sudden soil crushing: the secondary consolidation coefficient C  = e/Log(t), calculated over
the entire period of about 8 months, fluctuates around 0.004.
This information should be useful particularly when dealing with long term serviceability assessment for a
lunar geotechnical structure. Although in the present study attention has been paid to the creep behaviour at
high confining pressures, which could reveal peculiar features of the microstructural damage evolution, the
geotechnical design for Moon should be based on creep measurements at low confining pressures. Therefore,
further experimental research is needed to observe the creep behaviour of the material under very low stresses
and very long duration.
Wetting collapse
The collapse under wetting is a typical phenomenon characterizing the sandy soils, particularly in dry
condition, and it can cause important settlements of geotechnical works. A wetting test has concerned the
specimen previously subjected to high pressure oedometer compression and creep monitoring, at a void ratio
of about 0.73 and under vertical stress of about 18 MPa. The specimen has been fully submerged and the
measurement has been taken at 24 hours: volumetric strain of 2.20% has been measured. Although this
condition should not characterize the real lunar soils interacting with the future moonbase, similar occurrence
could involve the same soil if covered under pressurized environment and subjected to imbibition for human
activities.

Shear behaviour
Shear strength
In Figure 9, the deviatoric stress versus axial strain plots for both the triaxial tests set A (Figure 9a) and the
triaxial tests set B (Figure 9b) are shown. In Figure 10, the corresponding stress paths of the tests are put all
together. If all the tests are considered, it should be detected a peak strength envelope that appears to be above
the Critical State Line, with stress ratio M = qf/p’f around 2 and corresponding to a peak friction angle of about
49°. This value is markedly higher than the repose angle of the material when cone-shaped as in Figure 1,
which was around 40°, due to the more dense condition of the triaxial specimens, as discussed before.

Looking at the results of the direct shear tests (Figures 11 to 13), carried out on loose specimens to investigate
the material strength at lower confining pressure, the strength envelope which refer to normal stresses beyond
10 kPa seems to be linear and a friction angle of 44°-47° can be deduced (Table 4), depending on the assumed
interpolation line. At very low stresses, instead, the strength envelope appears to overcome the critical state
resistance and a cohesion “intercept” of about 2-3 kPa, together with a friction angle of 56°, can be invoked
(Table 4). It should be underlined, however, that the peak friction angles of soils are affected by the
interpretation of the cohesion identified as intercept of the failure envelope. Indeed, the cohesion variability of
both the lunar original soils and simulants is not negligible: 0.26-1.80 kPa for Lunar Regolith (Carrier et al.
1973), 0-2.0 kPa for BP-1 (Suescun-Florez et al. 2014), 3.9-14.4 kPa for JSC-1A according to Klosky et al.
(2000) and 2.0-5.0 kPa for the same simulant according to Alshibli and Hasan (2009).
The dilative behaviour of DNA-1A at the lowest normal stresses suggests that the state of the specimens was
probably on the left of the Critical State Line, CSL, in the specific volume - mean effective stress plane. This
hypothesis is plausible given the high specific volumes characterizing the DNA-1A when uncompacted.
Although the CSL has not been determined in the present work, on the basis of the yield stress range found by
oedometer tests the transition between “dry of critical” and “wet of critical” soil behaviour should be expected
in between the normal stress range investigated with shear box. In particular, the volumetric change behaviour
under shearing (Figure 12) indicates that this transition occurs at normal stresses around 10 kPa. Further
experimental data could corroborate this value, which is lower than that observed on other simulants with Dr
about 60% (Ryu et al. 2018) and this difference can be justified by considering the lower relative density
acquired by the shear box specimens of DNA-1A under self-weight compaction. Indeed, according to Ryu et
al. (2018), FJS-1 and KLS-1 simulants showed slight dilation at low σ v, becoming contractive at σ v > 50 kPa,
a threshold however higher than that found in the present study for DNA-1A when subjected to direct shear
tests.
Summarizing, although more tests may be needed to refine the estimate, the strength parameters of DNA-1A
(Table 4) seems to be consistent with those of the original lunar soils when in loose states. Self-weight
compacted specimens with low relative density exhibit a non-linear strength envelope only at very low
confining pressures, under which they dilate and overcome the critical state resistance. These mechanical

features should be taken into account in the calculation of soil-structure interaction, since a very low stresses
range will be “operational” for geotechnical works under lunar gravity.
It should be underlined, however, that changes in particle surface energies with vacuum can result in soil
mechanics tests of cohesive strength being different under vacuum than under usual laboratory conditions
(Walton 2007). Therefore, mechanical tests aimed at determining the strength parameters and dilatancy angle
of the loose lunar regolith should be performed at very low stress and under vacuum, also by developing new
testing procedures.
Shear stiffness
The triaxial tests allow to measure the elastic moduli of the soil. In this case, the radial strain of the specimens
has not been measured, therefore only the Young modulus E has been directly measured, although by assuming
a Poisson ratio equal to 0.3 the shear modulus G has been deduced too. For most of the tests the shear stiffness
refers to medium strains, whereas for two tests the stiffness values also refer to small strains, since they have
been measured by local transducer, as described in the testing procedure. In Table 5 all the obtained Young
modulus values are reported, together with the mean effective stress p’ and the strain level each measure refers
to. The values obtained by external transducer have been calculated within the strain interval corresponding to
the 10% of the deviatoric stress at failure. As expected, the values coming from local axial strain measurements
are bigger than the corresponding values obtained by the external axial transducer: for the tests carried out at
radial stress of about 40 kPa, the stiffnesses measured by external and by local transducer are about 6 MPa and
34 MPa respectively. The effect of the stress state on the material stiffness can also be detected from the table.
Finally, the figure 14 reports the stiffness decay with axial strains for two tests: it seems that the plateau of
elastic linearity has threshold at axial strain lower than 0.1%, probably at about 0.06-0.07%. Further
experimental investigations are needed to deduce the dependency of this value on the relative density.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The geotechnical properties of the DNA-1A lunar regolith simulant have been shown and discussed, with
specific reference to the soil when uncompacted. The grain size distribution, chemical composition,
deformability and strength parameters have been found to be consistent with the original lunar soil and with
other simulants. Due to its relatively low sorting, compared to other simulants, the DNA-1A could be preferred

when loose states must be achieved by uncompacted specimens. Moreover, from a chemical point of view, the
amount of TiO2 makes the DNA-1A able to mimic low-Ti mare soil (Meurisse et al., 2017). For the
investigated loose condition, the transition from dilative to contractive shear behaviour seems to occur at a
normal confining stress of about 10 kPa. The elastic behaviour under shearing has been found, by using local
strain gauge, to be linear up to almost 0.1 % axial strain.
The guidelines for building structures on the Moon should take into account the specific strength parameters
of the regolith soils at very low pressures, which will characterize the soil-structure interaction at lunar gravity:
in this case, it is required a specific interpretation of the failure criterion at very low confining stresses, taking
into account the needed of serviceability assessment of geotechnical structures at ⅙ g gravity level. For the
same reason, small strains are expected to be a crucial range for the design, therefore elastic moduli from local
strain gauges should be preferred, since the medium strain stiffness has been found to be considerably lower.
In this respect, the experimental results shown and discussed in this paper should be helpful.
The presented geotechnical characterization must be considered as preparatory to address future work, both
numerical and experimental, aimed at investigating the soil-structure interaction for lunar geotechnical works
under both static and dynamic conditions: in this respect, the Authors are implementing the geotechnical
properties of DNA-1A in numerical simulations of the behaviour of physical models realized by employing
this simulant.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 - Cone-shaped lunar simulant DNA-1A deposit: plan view (Image by authors)
Figure 2: a) Particle-size distribution of DNA-1A lunar simulant; b) Comparison with lunar regolith and other
simulants
Figure 3 - Chemical composition of DNA-1A lunar simulant
Figure 4 - SEM images at different magnification (75x, 400x, 750x, 850x, 1100x, 1200x): a) general view of
DNA-1A simulant (75x); b) clast with vesicles and fragments of juvenile material (400x); c) clast with vesicles
of irregular shape generated by the presence of magma (1100x); d) detail of a vesicle (1200x); e-f) fragments
of juvenile material rich in crystal and minerals (750x; 850x)
Figure 5 - High pressure oedometer apparatus, with three loading arms (Image by authors)
Figure 6 - Triaxial specimen preparation with thick (a) and thin (b) membrane and local axial transducer (c)
(Images by authors)
Figure 7- Oedometer compression curves for MP5, MPW. HP5,HP15 tests
Figure 8 – Void ratio versus time plot for the last loading step of HP15 test
Figure 9 - Deviatoric stress versus axial strain plots for set A (a) and set B (b) triaxial tests
Figure 10 -Stress paths followed by all the specimens subjected to triaxial compression
Figure 11 - Tangential force versus horizontal displacement during direct shear tests
Figure 12 - Vertical versus horizontal displacements during direct shear tests
Figure 13 - Shear stress versus normal stress at failure
Figure 14 - Stiffness decay with strain, measured by local strain gauge during the tests A-TRX-40kPa (a) and
A-TRX-20kPa (b)

Table 1 - Chemical composition of DNA-1 (Cesaretti et al. 2014), JSC-1A (Rickman et al. 2007), Lunar Soil
14163 (mean of the Apollo missions; Cesaretti et al. 2014) and DNA-1A.

Oxide
SiO2

JSC-1A
(wt. %)
46.67

DNA-1
(wt. %)
41.90

DNA-1A
(wt. %)
51.97

Lunar Soil
14163 (wt. %)
47.30

TiO2

1.71

1.31

0.85

1.60

Al2O3

15.79

16.02

18.02

17.80

Fe2O3

3.41

14.60

7.07

0.00

FeO

7.57

/

/

10.50

MgO

9.39

6.34

2.70

9.60

CaO

9.90

12.90

7.40

11.4

Na2O

2.83

2.66

4.81

0.70

K2O

0.78

2.53

4.63

0.60

MnO

0.19

0.21

0.14

0.10

P2O5

0.66

0.34

0.41

0.00

LOI

0.00

0.00

2.00

0.00

Table 2 - Minimum and maximum soil densities and void ratios of DNA-1A, together with ranges for Lunar
Soil 14163 (Carrier et al. 1973; Carrier 1973).

DNA-1A
ρmin (g/cm3)

0.98

Lunar Soil
14163
0.87-1.36

ρmax (g/cm3)

1.57

1.51-1.93

emin

0.72

/

emax

1.76

/

Table 3 – Compressibility parameters of lunar simulant DNA-1A

MP5

Recompression
index
0.061-0.083

Compression
index
0.224

Swelling
index
0.013

MPW

0.048-0.067

0.225

0.010

HP5

0.088-0.104

0.333

/

HP15

0.092

0.325

/

Table 4 - Strength parameters of loose DNA-1A for different pressure ranges, as measured with
Strength
parameters
c' (kPa)
ϕ' (°)

direct shear tests.
Low pressure
Medium pressure
range [< 10 kPa] range [ > 10 kPa]
2-3
0
56

44-47

Table 5 - Young modulus values of DNA-1A for different confining pressures and strain intervals of
measurement.

E
(kPa)
42065

p’
(KPa)
158

Axial strain
interval (%)
0.17

19814

102

0.25

9537

102

0.56

7828

67

0.53

7183

60

0.27

6057

43

0.20

34129(*)

41

6.2094E-03

33077(*)

21

6.01343E-03

*with local strain gauge
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